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Introduction
With the popularity of World Wide Web and the well-advanced digital media and intelligent information processing technologies, fine art paintings have become an important part of media resources. Managing collections of digitized art pieces at a large scale, including their indexing and retrieval, becomes a challenge that needs to be addressed. As an important part of the world's cultural heritage, many invaluable antique Chinese paintings are digitized and exhibited on the Internet.
Recently, image classification aims at associating images with semantic labels automatically [1] [2] . Typically, learning vocabulary by applying k-means clustering on image patches (also called bag-of-word) [3] has been proven very useful and effective for image classification. But it ignores the spatial information as well as correlations among local features. So, a lot of studies [4] - [11] have been done to overcome the problems. To reduce the training complexity and improve image classification performance, sparse coding based linear spatial pyramid matching methods [12] - [15] are proposed which help to improve classification performance.
However, Chinese paintings are distinguished from Western art in that it is purely executed with the Chinese brush, Chinese ink, mineral, and vegetable pigments. In particular, many Chinese artists used monochromic ink to paint and sometimes do not even possess gradually changing tones. Further, Chinese painting is often regarded as an integrated form of art with calligraphy, for which color is usually not used. As a result, Chinese paintings primarily rely on the use of brush strokes to represent the style of an artist. Therefore, arts work such as Chinese paintings need special image analysis methods. For instance, a significant style of Chinese painting is "Mountain-Water paintings", in which mountains, stones, trees, rivers, waterfalls and small pagodas are prominent in this art form.
While classification of traditional Chinese paintings shares the same problem with general image classification in principle, it also has certain level of uniqueness, which can be highlighted as: 1) Artistic styles of paintings are generic and subjective. 2) Objects in paintings can't be simply perceived in terms of real ones without further explanation and interpretations by artists. Recent work report starts to show the trend that a proper feature descriptor plays an important role in general image classification as well as paintings categorization [16] presented a mixture of two-dimensional multi-resolution hidden Markov model (MHMM) method to Black-and-white Chinese painting classification. However, the number of its parameters cannot be determined automatically, which could cause problems for applications that automatic classification is required [17] designed a system for the authenticity of paintings by using color and texture analysis technique [18] introduced an algorithm which tries to categorize traditional Chinese paintings into Gongbi (traditional Chinese realistic painting) and Xieyi (freehand style) via using low-level features and a SVM classifier. As Gongbi and Xieyi only represent a small part of Chinese painting skills, however, such techniques may have limited roles in describing the style of Chinese paintings [19] analyzed the choice of dimension, selection and weighting of visual words for Bow in image categorization. Due to the fact that Chinese paintings have the nature of nonrepresentational forms of painting styles, it is very difficult to extract the "words" for applying the reported techniques [20] surveyed the brush analysis and artist identification techniques [21] considered classification of classical western paintings in extracting local and global features via a RBF neural network based classifier. The performance is not competitive enough as the experimental results in terms of identification accuracy are reported to be below 70%, indicating the level of difficulties in painting style descriptions [22] provided scene categorization via contextual visual words, and [23] reviewed the techniques to accelerate visual concept classification.
While significant efforts have been reported in the domains of digitized image categorization of Chinese paintings, little of them proposed a persuasive feature descriptor to characterize the artistic style embedded inside traditional Chinese paintings. In this paper, we propose an integrated art style descriptor via introducing a new concept of infusion factor to optimize the selection of individual elements for constructing the integrated art style descriptor. Therefore, in comparison with the existing approaches, our contribution of originality can be highlighted as: (i) propose an integrated approach to exploit the strength of individual features to characterize the artistic style; (ii) introduce a new concept of infusion factor to optimize the selection of individual feature elements and maximize the discriminating power of the integrated art descriptor; (iii) feature screening is made adaptive to different artistic styles to optimize the performance of automated classification of traditional Chinese paintings. A Monte Carlo Convex Hull Support Vector Machine (MCCH-SVM) model is proposed here, this model is consist of two parts including the MCCH based feature selection model and SVM classifier.
Experiments support that, through automated classification of traditional Chinese paintings, the proposed descriptor outperforms the existing representative technique in terms of precision and recall rates.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a range of local and global low-level features are discussed and analyzed in terms of their descriptive capabilities for different artistic styles in traditional Chinese paintings. Section 3 describes the proposed integrated artistic style descriptor through introduction of an infusion factor as well as the adaptive selection and examination scheme, based on which an automated classification algorithm is also described to validate the proposed artistic descriptor. Section 4 shows the comparison of experimental results, and finally, concluding remarks are drawn and reported in Section 5.
Feature based analysis of Artistic Styles
In the past decade, many effective real scenes image classification methods have been reported, such as Bag of Words, Spatial Pyramid Matching, Locality-constrained Linear Coding and Fisher Vector. These methods are mainly using local features of SIFT or HOG and they show good performance on real scenes images. However, under the effect of water and ink diffusion, most textures and edges in Chinese paintings are much smoother than real scenes images. This decreases the effectiveness of these local features in Chinese painting classification field. So in this section, we are introducing the specific feature descriptor for Chinese painting.
In traditional Chinese paintings, artistic styles are primarily represented and reflected in colors, texture, composition and their strokes. Fig. 1 shows a set of sample paintings by two famous traditional Chinese artists, Qi Baishi (1864-1957) and Huang Binhong (1865-1955). As seen, the samples by Qi Baishi are simple, vivid and rich in flavor of life (top row). His artistic style is obviously different from that of Huang Binhong, an artist of modern China, whose paintings are mostly serious landscapes (bottom row). Visual inspection also indicates that the major difference of the artistic styles can be interpreted by visual features including color of pigments, intensity of ink, composition and stroke styles. As a result, it can be concluded that one visual feature alone is far from adequate to describe the variant artistic styles. Since color and texture features are widely reported in image processing communities, we simply adopt the features reported in [16] then focus on the analysis of composition and stroke features in the rest of this section to construct the integrated artistic style descriptor. 
Here the gray level G is 8, offset distance is 5 pixels and 4 directions of the offset (horizontal, vertical, 45°, and 135°). Then we evaluate each sub-region's energy.
is the normalized value of gray-level co-occurrence matrix co M . Finally the proposed composition feature CF is constructed by combining each sub-regions' energy together in their index order.
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Where stands for the energy extracted from each sub-region. Fig. 2 illustrates two examples of our proposed composition features, from which it can be seen that their composition features do illustrate significant differences with respect to their artistic styles. 
Strokes Features of Chinese Painting
Strokes are the fundamental units inside traditional Chinese paintings, not only reflecting the painters' brush techniques, but also describing the artists' styles, emotion and creative thoughts [25] .
From visual point of view, while a stroke may have many different forms, shapes and directions inside the painting area, its physical description can still be characterized by its length, curvature and intensities. To this end, we carried out significant analysis and empirical studies upon the different styles of strokes. We firstly extract strokes of paintings by using the method proposed in [25] and then propose an integration of three features, including histogram of edge length, straightness and average stroke intensity, to formulate the stroke feature as defined below. While S is computed by using the absolute value of the linear correlation coefficient between the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the pixels located on the skeleton of the brushstroke. Suppose a brushstroke contains N pixels with coordinates x y ,i=1,...,N. The straightness is defined here. 
S
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is proposed and designed based on the fact that artists tend to use various strength and hence create different ink thickness to highlight their paintings. By selecting N points on edges randomly and using each of these points as the center, we calculate the average pixel value of its neighboring s  s pixels. The average intensity of these patches is the stroke intensity, which is described as follows:
Where ij P stands for the jth pixel value in the ith 5  5 sized rectangle.
Based on the above analysis of individual local and global visual features, an integrated artistic style descriptor can be initiated by combining all the features together, including the proposed composition feature, strokes feature, Ohta color histogram features (OF) and texture features (TF) which are explicated in [18] . Let P be the ith artist, such an integrated feature in describing its artistic styles can be constructed as follows:
IF P CF SF OF TF
However, in this classification problem, the discriminative power of each dimension is different according to different painting style. To automatically adaptive select most effective elements from the integrated feature for each artist, we proposed a Monte Carlo Convex Hull based dimension pruning and selection algorithm which is discussed in the next section.
Monte Carlo Convex Hull Method for pruning towards optimization of the integrated descriptor
In the integrated feature IF P , the contribution of each element is normally different, some elements make strong and positive contributions, and some make less strong or even negative contributions. If we do not exclude those less strong or negative elements the classification results will be affected and thus we regard these elements as noise in the process of describing the artistic style and completing their classifications.
To remove those less strong or negative elements from the integrated feature, we are facing the two problems, which can be described as: (i) to determine an upper bound for every individual artist as such that all the elements inside the integrated feature will make strong and positive contributions towards Straightness=0.68
Straightness=0.32 optimized classification; (ii) given the upper-bound, how to select those strong and positive dimensions included inside the feature set. To solve the first problem, we introduce a concept of "infusion factor:
", inspired by following the chemical process with botanicals that release their active ingredients in water or alcohol, to describe the process of selecting and determining those active elements that make positive and strong contributions. Each artist's training data can be regarded as a bundle of points in a high-dimensional space, which can be contained and described by a convex hull denoted as (Fig. 5) . For the ith artist, as an example, some overlap of its convex hull with other which is calculated from jth artist's feature set is inevitable. Our observation and empirical studies also reveal that such overlapped regions are actually the main factors that cause the negative or less strong contributions for the integrated feature. Let K be the number of the artists to be classified, we define discriminative power parameter s of ith artist's paintings as follows:
Where represents the proportion of the overlapped region between and all other artist's convex hull , and V is the function that calculates the volume of the overlapped region.
To calculate V , one way is to calculate the shape and volume of and respectively, but its accurate derivation in a multidimensional space proves to be time consuming according to the definition of convex hull. To speed up the process and make the proposed algorithm practically useful without compromise on its performances, we propose to use clustering via k-means and the minimum bounding box algorithm [26] to estimate the overlapped region and hence determine the value of .
Let be the kth artist's integrated feature inside the whole training set, we firstly cluster into sub-sets denoted as , we then combine every 's minimum bounding box together as an approximation of , which can be described as follows:
(10) Where is the minimum bounding box algorithm which has been extended to multi-dimensional. About the cluster number , it affects how the bounding box fits the boundary of feature set. It results in the loss of accuracy if the cluster number is too small. On the contrary the accuracy is high but it causes the increasing of computational complexity. According to our empirical experiment, the value of parameter is 3 in this paper. Fig. 5 shows a demonstration for the case with two-dimensions. Let the number of these points in overlapped regions be y i j , the value of can be estimated as: (11) Then the discriminative power parameter s of ith artist's feature set can be calculated according to Eq. (8) and (9) . As a result, let N be the total number of elements inside the integrated feature of IF in formulation (7), the upper bound of selected feature is denoted as N for the ith artist, can be calculated as follows: N and s (12) For the convenience of describing our proposal to resolve the second problem, the entire training dataset for all the artists can be summarized in a multi-dimensional space as shown in Fig. 6 . As seen, each layer represents all the integrated features extracted from the training paintings for one artist, inside which each column lists one element of the integrated feature across all the training paintings as illustrated on the left of Fig. 6 . To select those elements which make positive and strong contributions to the classification process, we extract a matrix of means U for all elements inside the integrated features across all artists as shown at the bottom of Fig. 6 .
To examine the strength of each individual element inside the m-dimensional integrated feature with respect to all other elements, we further extract , the variance of jth column inside matrix U for the ith artist, and , the average difference between and all other means in the same column of the matrix U, which is calculated as follows:
As a matter of fact, measures the level of differences among all the mean values for the jth element inside the integrated feature across all artists' training set, and hence a smaller value indicates that it is less likely to be disturbed by others and a higher rank should be allocated. In contrast, measures the average difference of the jth element inside the integrated feature across all artists, and the larger the value is, the less likely this element will cause large overlap across different artists. Therefore, indicates the discriminating power of the jth element inside the integrated feature, and we introduce a rank value to select those strong and positive elements inside the integrated feature.
is defined as given below:
The smaller the value of , the higher the corresponding element is ranked and hence more likely to be selected for the pruned artistic style descriptor.
An example of the proposed feature pruning processing is shown below. Given the ith artistic feature descriptor F , then we rank the f 's position according the corresponding value of in ascending order, denoted as F . Finally according the Eq. (11) we calculate n which means the number of feature's elements should be kept, so the feature pruning result is F .
Finally the integrated feature elements are sorted and pruned by using the proposed MCCH method.
IF P MCCH CF SF OF TF
To construct the MCCH-SVM classifier model, the MCCH pruned features are pour into a SVM classifier [27] whose source code can be found here (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/). Fig. 7 shows the MCCH-SVM classifier we proposed in this paper. 
Experimental Results and Evaluation Analysis
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we have set up a test database of 180 traditional Chinese paintings with 6 famous traditional Chinese artists. The database is not very large because it is not an easy task to collect high quality digital paintings, especially those from famous artists. We applied the proposed MCCH-SVM for the completed experimental evaluations via automated classification of all traditional Chinese paintings corresponding to their authored artists. To validate the efficacy of the proposed model, a 5-fold cross-validation is used in our experiments. For the collected painting samples, 80% of the images from each of the six artists are employed for training, and the rest 20% are used for testing to evaluate the classification performance of the proposed algorithm.
For the convenience of benchmarking, we also tested three cases of the classification, which are highlighted as follows:
Case-1: classification among two artists with Dai and Huang Z; Case-2: classification among four artists with Dai, Huang Z, Qi and Shi;
Case-3: classification among all six artists with Dai, Huang Z, Qi, Shi, Huang BH, Liu.
For performance assessment, the proposed method has been benchmarked with four state-of-the-art approaches, which include MHMM with its own feature sets and classification method, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) method [28] , Multi-kernel Learning method [29] and sparse lasso algorithm [30] with features extracted using the approach introduced in [18] . As the dataset in [16] is not publicly available, all these approaches are tested on the dataset we collected. Table 1 summarizes the experimental results for all the three cases. Table 1 Summary of experimental results in terms of precision and recall rates. Comparing with the MHMM method and CNN methods, the proposed delivers considerably better results on average of precision and recall in all the three cases. As seen, when the number of artists is increased, the classification results achieved by the proposed actually reduces slower than that of the other two benchmarks.
To test the robustness of the proposed artistic style descriptor, we revise the classification experiment as such that one more additional class, denoted as "unknown", is added to represent those paintings that do not belong to any of these six artists. As a result, the training set is revised by randomly selecting some traditional Chinese paintings authored by those Chinese artists other than the included six, yet their content and style are also selected to be close to those existing authored paintings. With such more strict settings, the experimental results are summarized in Table 2 , from which it can be seen that the precision rate of Qi Baishi is reduced due to the fact that a lot of the paintings inside the additional class are similar to Qi's. Such selection is arranged on purpose in order to test the robustness of the proposed style descriptor. Some examples of the paintings that are incorrectly classified as Qi Baishi are illustrated in Fig. 8 . For comparison, four real Qi Baishi's paintings are shown in the top row, it can be perceived that these wrong assigned paintings show very similar painting style of real Qi Baishi's painting style. All the results indicate that the proposed artistic style descriptor does have the capability in distinguishing the paintings with different drawing styles. For some paintings with similar artistic styles, however, further work is still needed to further improve the classification accuracy. To further benchmark the proposed feature dimension pruning and selecting scheme, we further applied the well-known sequential forward floating selection (SFFS)with cross validation (CV) scheme to process the integrated feature as given in Eq. (6), the proposed with or without the feature selection method. Then we repeat some of the experiments in case-3 as described above in Table 1 . The corresponding experimental results are shown in Table 3 , which support that the proposed feature selection method play important role in the proposed method and outperforms the SFFS-based cross validation schema. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have described an integrated artistic style descriptor for characterizing the traditional Chinese paintings, where a new concept of infusion factor is introduced to facilitate a self-adaptive pruning scheme for processing the integrated feature. Via analyzing the visual cues of Chinese paintings, the pruned artistic style descriptor includes a number of low-level features that are proved to play crucial roles in representing and reflecting relevant artistic styles. These include color, texture, composition and strokes. Considering the fact that simple integration of all these features fail to maximize their discriminating power, detailed analysis and empirical studies are carried out and hence a self-adaptive pruning scheme has been proposed to capture the correlations and the synergy across all different features, dimensional elements and their roles in terms of their performances as well as contributions in the training process. Experimental results reveal that the proposed algorithm outperforms the existing representative benchmarks, including MHMM and Convolutional Neural Networks method.
In comparison with the existing techniques reported in the literature, the contributions of our proposed algorithm described in this paper can be highlighted as: (i) analysis of visual cues inside traditional Chinese paintings and hence design of new visual features to describe the traditional artistic styles; (ii) introduction of a new Monte Carlo Convex Hull based method for self-adaptive pruning scheme to optimize the structure of the integrated artistic style descriptor. Experiments support that the proposed MCCH-SVM classifier not only outperforms the existing representative benchmark but also achieves certain level of robustness as evidenced by the experimental results illustrated in Table 2 and  Table 3 .
